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About This Game

After reluctantly battling dragons, Mayan gods, and becoming a knight of a long lost Holy Order, unwitting hero George
Stobbart determines to settle down to a life of mundane 9-5 office work. Who would have thought that a mysterious and

beautiful woman would enter his life; a woman whose sudden disappearance draws him into a desperate search for a nefarious
artefact of great and terrible power?

As forces of ancient worlds and past forgotten myths clash, current emotions will conflict with past regrets. Emotion, humor,
and puzzling combine to draw the player into a dark world of conspiracy theories, daring adventures, and ancient societies. For

George, it looks like the world needs saving. Again.

Key Features:

The fourth installment of the legendary series – available in stunning 3D

Features a rich, evocative soundtrack and top quality voice acting

The atmosphere of mystery and danger will accompany you throughout the whole adventure

The engrossing story-line and witty dialogue will keep you hooked throughout
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become a hero of a typical 90s commando movie with a shotgun in a funny platformer which is extremely easy to play:
you have a full pack of weapons, including a shotgun, enemies that are located on different floors, battles in every game level
where you are killing tens of enemies in a single combo with a classic shotgun, everything in a game can be exploded - barrels,
cars, boxes - only 5 achievements make a game easy to get a perfect game and on top of all this - extremely cheap price.
p.s. - did i mentioned a shotgun?. Great to be a part of something clearly destined to be the future of gaming. This is just the
beginning of what VR can do! Not the first VR game but the benchmark.. Well, I'm normally not the one to write a review, but
for this game, I'll change my normal stance.

Bare in mind that the game still is in Early Access.

Pro
Just text, no pics.
It reminds (me) of those old C64-games. Damn I'm that old already
Easy to learn, hard to master
It comes with some nice 8-bit music.

Cons
See all of the above.

Hahaha!! No, really, you'll either, like me, love this game for just being the game it is. For giving that textbased adventure-/sim-
feeling of times long by. Or you'll just hate it and probably for those same reasons.. Shorter review, just to get to the point: the
dev has performed complete cyber suicide and is nowhere to be found anymore. Seriously - i did some digging (wayback
archive has the instruction manual) and he has 3 asmr youtube channels - all of which have had all videos removed. If you want
to look for yourself then here's the archive to his website: 
https://web.archive.org/web/20170730214626/http://chrisforge.tech:80/

Viewer street works fine, mini-games are a little janky sometimes (!play doesn't always register,) but my gripe is there's no way
to tell if stream buddy knows i'm live, or what it's really doing. I have tried multiple times and none of those times did the cast
for 2 minutes (only achievement i was able to test) trigger. Judging by the fact that this game has never updated according to
steamdb, i can only assume the IRC/API changed or whatever Stream Buddy was using to see twitch stats is no more.

I'd say completely avoid. Simply put, it isn't worth it and - if you're in it for the achievements - the only one i was able to test
was broken. Requested a refund.. Seiously,
This piece of rotten crab isn't a game..
It is a physics lesson... 0/10. We always keep minority spirit.. Wow......
........
I played this over the 5 minute mark just to let everyone know if you want to buy this your either high or stupid.
Keep your money.. gifted it to a friend, played it, now he hates me

friendship killer/10. im in 2 minds , its definitely not a finished product just yet ,but has lots of potential. The opening scene is
non existent just a quick menu and other options. Initially after load up the game froze so that i could not advance just side to
side. After the reboot of my system as thats how i had to stop the game it came up with a green screen on my monitor but in vr i
could play it. Has a boppy music track , nice tempo which enhances the shooting .Weapons easy to use and very realistic.
Looking forward to seeing how you progress with this game........Not asking for a refund so will recommend it with the hope its
fixed down the track
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This is one of those games where if you start playing it, you just can't stop. You don't know why you like it, you just do.. Did
not like. game is hard im bad but best game over VA. Plays like the budget version of Super Meat Boy.. Yeah this is way
overpriced, but I bought it to support the amazing post-launch game support that Tripwire\/Antimatter games are known for.
Keep up the great work!. Surprisingly, i liked this game and it was better than i expected it to be. The combat is fun, i didn't get
bored killing enemies unlike some games. There are even special abilities you can use. The game somewhat reminds me of Mass
Effect. The story of this game seems to be going well. This game sounds great, looks great and plays great. I did encounter some
minor bugs but nothing that causes a problem. The graphics are decent as well. All in all, the game is pretty good and i would
rate it 7/10.

P.S. I have only played Single Player till now cause i couldn't find any active players. Something tells me the Multiplayer
experience will be a lot better. But heck, I'll finish it in Single Player if i have to cause it's totally worth it.
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